Hybrid Power System for drone Generator
for Hybrid Drone

Hybrid Power System for drone FLY2400 generator is a high efficiency generator designed
for multi-copters.
FLY2400 generator is only 4.2kg which is much lighter than any other generators that produce
2400w output power, so FLY2400 generator is five times the efficiency of other generators.
The continuous power output of generator is 2000w. An internal combustion engine consumes
gasoline and spins a generator to ensure a 48V output.
Besides this, a 12S lipo battery package is also needed to be installed onboard to offer
emergency back-up power for quick climbing and quick maneuvering.
With this generator, the max take-off weight can reach 19kg (according to your power system),
and the max flight time is about 5 hours.
FLY2400 generator is suitable for those multi-copters whose power is still lower than 2000w
even with 6kg generator system(including generator, fuel tank and 1L gasoline).
As for the fuel, the auto gasoline is available.
When the generator running, its noise level is about 80 dBA. But the noise has no effect if you
talk 10 meters away from the drone. We also provide the silencer if you need which could
reduce the noise to 60 Dba
.
Also maintenance is necessary for FLY2400 to keep its high performance.
The maintenance cycle is 50 hours. Accessories for generator maintenance are provided
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Hybrid Power System for drone Generator
for Hybrid Drone
Specifications:
Weight: 4.5kg
Size: 430x284x181mm (LxWxH)
Applicable models: Multi-rotors / VTOL Fixed Wing
Max take-off weight: 18kg
Power voltage: 12S
Fuel consumption: 600g/kW*h (Hovering 1.5L/h)
Working Temperature: -20℃-40℃
Theoretical ceiling (Altitude): 1000m
Petrol: 95# or above (petrol+2T lubricant two-stroke lubricants that meet JASO FC/FDIOS-LEGD standards)
Main Features:
1. Integrated design of Start up and power generation, and the air start function can be
realized without relying on external starting equipment.
2. The one-piece design allows for easy suspension in all types of Frame kit and a variety of
mission load suspensions on the bottom.
3. No need charge preparation time, no complicated ignition action, it can quickly perform
tasks.
4. The backup battery can provide power for emergency short-range return or forced landing
in an emergency.
5. For light load service, additional fuel tanks can be added to expanded to flight time to 4-6
hours.
6. Quick and easy engine installation method, convenient to replace and maintain.
Package Included:
Hybrid powertrain x 1
6s 4000mah battery x 2
Starter x 1
Controller x 1
Spark plug wrech x 1 (Gift)
Petrol Proportional bucket x 1 (Gift)
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